
ABSTRACT

A comparative study of famous Urdu translations of the Holy Quran with   

"Kanzul Iman.

In this article the comparative study of various Urdu translation of Holy Quran has

presented with special reference to "Tarjuma e Quran" an Urdu translation by Ahmed

Raza Khan Brelvi for which some important translators/ religious scholars like, Molana

Shah Abdul Qadir, Molana Shah Rafiuddin Dehlvi, Molana Abdul Majid Darya Abdi,

Molana Fateh Muhammad Jalendhri, Molana Mehmood ul Hassan, Molana Ashraf Ali

Thanvi and Molana Syed Abul Ala Modoodi , their work related translation are also

discussed and proved that Urdu translations of Holy Quran of the above said translators

are not good and proper, these translations status are also not according to the status of

Allah and his Prophet Muhammad P.B.U.H, where as "Kanzul Iman" by Ahmed Raza

Khan Brelvi is very clear, authentic and such faults and mistakes are not found in it.         
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